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Introduction 
The Vector dialect in MLIR provides a low-level but still machine-agnostic dialect for             
virtual vector operations (called the VV or Virtual Vector level). These operations are             
eventually lowered to more machine-specific vector operations that correspond closer to           
the hardware ISA (the HWV or Hardware Vector level). Higher-level dialects in MLIR,             
such as the Linalg dialect, target the VV level as a first step to bridge the semantic gap                  
between virtual vector operations and their concrete implementation at the HWV level.            
Subsequent VV to VV rewriting rules are applied to match the HWV progressively better              
and possibly perform some optimizations. Next, the VV is fully lowered into HWV by              
lowering rules. Finally, this HWV is lowered into the LLVM-IR dialect before “handing             
off” the resulting IR to the LLVM backend compiler for actual code generation. Even              
though separate dialects implement the HWV for GPU (e.g. NVVM for CUDA) and TPU              
(accelerator-specific dialects), currently there is no dialect that implements the HWV for            
CPU (the experimental AVX512 dialect may become one). Instead, the Vector dialect            
(VV) is directly lowered to SIMDized LLVM-IR. 
 
In this document, we conduct an explorative qualitative and quantitative analysis of the             
code that is generated for a suite of microbenchmarks, one for each individual Vector              
dialect operation, using the direct lowering to LLVM-IR. This exploration follows two            
principles. First, we want to build excellent technology bottom-up, i.e. make sure one             
level works well before building the next level on top of the former. Stated differently, no                
higher-level dialect that lowers to the Vector dialect will obtain high performance if the              
Vector dialect still has obvious bugs or performance bottlenecks. Second, we try to             
keep the lowering to LLVM as architecturally neutral as possible, at least for CPU,              
since that ultimately results in the best retargetable approach. So, even though lowering             
may be driven by some simple target-specific parameters such as preferred vector            
length, common SIMDized LLVM-IR and intrinsics are preferred over ISA-specific          
dialect or intrinsics. The expectation is that the LLVM backend compiler translates such             
a SIMDized representation to high quality code for all CPU targets, viz. x86-64 and              
AArch64 with all their SIMD flavors. Our hope is that CPU vendors will contribute to               
these efforts as well. 
 
This document focuses on how this approach fares for AVX512 (and AVX2) under these              
principles. Follow up documents will supplement this case-study with more detailed           
experimentation for certain vector operations, lowering strategies, and different targets. 

https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Vector/
https://mlir.llvm.org/
https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Linalg/
https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/LLVM/


 

AVX512 Preliminaries 
This document assumes a working knowledge of AVX512. As a short refresher,            
AVX512 was introduced with Intel’s Skylake microarchitecture, as a natural successor           
of earlier SIMD extensions (MMX, SSEx, AVX, AVX2). It features 32 512-bit wide SIMD              
registers (zmm0 to zmm31), opmask registers (k0 to k7), and 512-bit wide SIMD             
instructions on packed integers and packed floating-point operations (e.g. 64 bytes, 16            
floats, or 8 doubles at the same time). Most instructions provide wider versions of earlier               
counterparts. New instructions, some even specifically designed to accelerate ML          
problems, were introduced as well (the CPUID flags indicate precisely what extensions            
are supported). Most AVX512 instructions support conditional execution using an          
opmask register as a predicate mask (by means of either merge masking or zero              
masking) and an embedded broadcast operand (a memory-based scalar that is           
replicated into a temporary vector value). 
 
This document uses Intel syntax, where the destination appears first (in contrast with             
AT&T syntax, where sources appear before the destination). Consider, for example, the            
following MLIR method that operates on vector types. 
 

  func @add(%arg0: vector<16xf32>, %arg1: vector<16xf32>) -> vector<16xf32> { 

    %0 = addf %arg0, %arg1 : vector<16xf32> 

    return %0 : vector<16xf32> 

  } 

 

This method may be translated into the following AVX512 instructions, where the vector             
arguments are passed by value in registers zmm0 and zmm1 and the result vector is               
returned as zmm0 (what arguments reside in register or on stack is defined by the ABI). 
  

add:    vaddps  zmm0, zmm0, zmm1 

        ret 

Microbenchmarks for Vector Dialect Operations 
This section studies currently supported operations of the Vector dialect in isolation            
using a suite of microbenchmarks. Even though the dialect supports higher order            
vectors (viz. n-dimensional for n ≥ 1; the term “vector” is somewhat of a misnomer, but                
tensor was already heavily used), most microbenchmarks restrict their attention to 1-D            
vectors of type float (f32) with vector lengths VL=16,64,1024 (viz. one SIMD register, a              
few SIMD registers, and more data than what can fit in the full register set).  



 

For some microbenchmarks, however, it makes more sense to use higher dimensions            
or different vector lengths. In all cases, however, we try to keep the amount of work                
done by each microbenchmark more or less the same, so that quick performance             
comparisons can be made. Where applicable, only one distinct feature of the operation             
is tested (through operation-specific attributes) rather than exhaustive testing all          
possibilities (this is left for follow up studies). 
 
To mimic a somewhat realistic setting, vectors are passed to and returned from             
methods using memrefs (not by value). All microbenchmarks are timed using the            
clock() method and running the microbenchmark method multiple times within a loop,            
as illustrated below. 
 

    %t0 = call @clock() : () -> i64 

    loop.for %i = %c0 to %cM step %c1 { 

      call @microbench(....) : (....) -> () 

    } 

    %t1 = call @clock() : () -> i64 

    %t16 = subi %t1, %t0 : i64 

 

Inlining of the microbenchmark method is prevented with the following annotation. 
 

  func @microbench(....) attributes { passthrough = [ "noinline", .... ] } 
 

This approach has the disadvantage of including calling overhead and memref           
loading/storing overhead in the runtimes, and thus, the quantitative analysis. It has the             
advantage, however, of simplifying the qualitative inspection of the generated assembly           
for each microbenchmark. Furthermore, the approach reduces the chance that (part of)            
the benchmarking code is “optimized away” by clever compiler optimizations. Also,           
restricting the dimensions and attributes has the disadvantage of restricting the           
generality of this study. However, please keep in mind that this is meant as a first                
exploration of the operations, not an exhaustive study. 
 
The qualitative analysis is done under AOT compilation (using the opt/llc utilities on             
the lowered LLVM-IR while passing in the right flags for skylake-avx512). The            
quantitative analysis is done under JIT compilation (using the mlir-cpu-runner to           
obtain an execution engine). The latter mode always exploits all features of the host              
machine. The experiments in this document were conducted on an Intel Xeon E5-2690             
2.6GHz (AVX2) and on an Intel Xeon W-2135 3.70GHz (AVX512). 



 

Vector Broadcast 
For the broadcast operation, the microbenchmark has the following form, implemented           
separately for the three fixed vector lengths VL=16,64,1024. 
 

  func @broadcast16(%arg0: f32, %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

    %v = vector.broadcast %arg0 : f32 to vector<16xf32> 

    store %v, %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

This operation is lowered into pure LLVM-IR using the built-in shuffle operation. Under             
AOT (using opt/llc), the resulting AVX512 instructions match the functionality          
perfectly. For example, for VL=16: 
 
        vbroadcastss    zmm0, xmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 
And for VL=64 (and similarly VL=1024): 
 

        vbroadcastss    zmm0, xmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 192], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 128], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 64], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 

However, since this was the first tested microbenchmark, an alignment issue when            
running the microbenchmark under JIT (using mlir-cpu-runner) was exposed. The          
benchmark would crash occasionally on, for example, the following line in the            
broadcast64() method when running on the AVX2 desktop: 
 
  llvm.store %7, %10 : !llvm<"<64 x float>*"> 

 

The debugger revealed that even though a 32-byte alignment is assumed (given the             
aligned data movement instruction on an yym register), only a 16-byte alignment results             
on the memory operand. 
 

Dump of assembler code for function broadcast64: 

   0x00007ffff7fd4020 <+0>:     vbroadcastss %xmm0,%ymm0 

=> 0x00007ffff7fd4025 <+5>:     vmovaps %ymm0,0xe0(%rsi) 

   0x00007ffff7fd402d <+13>:    vmovaps %ymm0,0xc0(%rsi) 

   .... 

   rsi            0xf85bfd50950       17067123476816 



 

Further debugging revealed that this is due to an inconsistency in the data layout              
information that is passed to the execution engine and the actually used alignment.             
Pending a proper fix, the issue was resolved in all the microbenchmarks by adding a               
more strict alignment on the allocated memrefs as a workaround. 
 

   %V64 = alloc() {alignment = 64} : memref<vector<64xf32>> 

Vector ConstantMask 
First, printing support needed to be extended to include i1 types for masks (which now               
supports the data types i1, i32, i64, f32, and f64). The constant mask             
microbenchmark is as follows, using VL=512,2048,32768 to make sure the amount of            
data processed is about the same as the other microbenchmarks, given a true single bit               
representation of i1. 
 
  func @constant_mask512(%arg0: memref<vector<512xi1>>) { 

    %v = vector.constant_mask [256] : vector<512xi1> 

    store %v, %arg0[] : memref<vector<512xi1>> 

    return 

  } 

 
By design, the mask evaluates to a compile-time constant. For VL=512 it uses an              
interesting mix of xmm and ymm registers to implement storing the constant into the              
memory buffer (it seems only ymm would suffice). 
 

        vpxor   xmm0, xmm0, xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 48], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 32], xmm0 

        vpcmpeqd ymm0, ymm0, ymm0 

        vmovdqa ymmword ptr [rsi], ymm0 

        ret 

 

Similarly, for VL=2048, the code is as follows. 
  

        vpxor   xmm0, xmm0, xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 240], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 224], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 208], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 192], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 176], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 160], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 144], xmm0 

        vmovdqa xmmword ptr [rsi + 128], xmm0 

        vpcmpeqd ymm0, ymm0, ymm0 



 

        vmovdqa ymmword ptr [rsi + 96], ymm0 

        vmovdqa ymmword ptr [rsi + 64], ymm0 

        vmovdqa ymmword ptr [rsi + 32], ymm0 

        vmovdqa ymmword ptr [rsi], ymm0 

        ret 

 

For the longer vector length VL=32768, even though the final result is always a              
compile-time constant, the initial lowering implementation introduced unnecessarily        
verbose intermediate IR, which crashed the file length. After fixing this by directly             
generating a constant for the 1-D case, case VL=32768 generates similar code as             
shown above. 

Vector CreateMask 
While testing the initial lowering implementation, some issues in the LLVM backend            
compiler were found. After fixing these, the following microbenchmark could be tested. 
 
  func @create_mask16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xi1>>, %arg1 : index) { 

    %v = vector.create_mask %arg1 : vector<16xi1> 

    store %v, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xi1>> 

    return 

  } 

 

An initial reference implementation did not scale well, since the dynamic index was             
implemented with one scalar comparison per element.  
 
  %8 = icmp slt i64 0, %3 

  %9 = insertelement <16 x i1> zeroinitializer, i1 %8, i64 0 

  ... etc ... 

 

This was fixed by favoring SIMD parallelism in the mask construction. 
 
  %9 = shufflevector <16 x i64> %8, <16 x i64> undef, 

                     <16 x i32> zeroinitializer 

  %10 = icmp slt <16 x i64> <i64 0, i64 1, ..., i64 15> 
 
This change resulted in much better code results (up to 20x faster). 
 
        vpbroadcastq    zmm0, rcx 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_0] 

        vpcmpgtq        k1, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_1] 

        kunpckbw        k0, k1, k0 

        kmovw   word ptr [rsi], k0 

https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=45563


 

Furthermore, operating on 32-bit rather than 64-bit indices, which seems acceptable for            
the intended size of vectors in the dialect, yields even more compact code (and up to                
another 2x faster). Note that since the 32-bit index SIMD comparison seems the best              
we can do (experimentation with the LLVM intrinsic get.active.lane.mask did not           
yield better code), the vector lengths were set to VL=16,64,1024 (rather than the much              
longer vector lengths used for the constant mask creation). 
 
        vpbroadcastd    zmm0, ecx 

        vpcmpgtd        k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_0] 

        kmovw   word ptr [rsi], k0 

Vector Contract 
Vector contraction is a very elaborate operation, and proper performance analysis could            
easily fill a complete document. Here we explore vector contraction used for a             
matrix-times-vector operation. The next section in this document also provides more           
discussion of lowering strategies for this operation. A follow-up document will explore            
lowering strategies for the matrix-times-matrix operation in detail. 
 
The matrix-times-vector microbenchmark has the following form, where VL=16,64,1024         
corresponds to matrices with size 4x4, 8x8, or 32x32, respectively. 
 

#matvec_accesses = [ 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (i, j)>, 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (j)>, 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (i)> 

] 

#matvec_trait = { 

  indexing_maps = #matvec_accesses, 

  iterator_types = ["parallel", "reduction"] 

} 

 

func @contract16(%arg0: memref<vector<4x4xf32>>, 

                 %arg1: memref<vector<4xf32>>, 

                 %arg2: memref<vector<4xf32>>)  { 

  %A = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<4x4xf32>> 

  %v = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

  %a = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

  %mv = vector.contract #matvec_trait %A, %v, %a 

         : vector<4x4xf32>, vector<4xf32> into vector<4xf32> 

  store %mv, %arg2[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

  return 

} 

 



 

During code generation, we allow reassociating the reduction operations to obtain more            
SIMD parallelism (see the discussion in the reduction section). The generated code for             
4x4 matrix time vector multiplication is shown below. Note that there is some data              
shuffling going on, but the main feature is that four vmulps instructions are used for the                
four dot-products for matrix-times-vector. Each, however, only uses 4-way parallelism          
(viz. the “SSE form”) due to the restricted length of the vectors. 
 
        vmovaps xmm0, xmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmulps  xmm1, xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vpermilpd       xmm2, xmm1, 1           # xmm2 = xmm1[1,0] 

        vaddps  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vmovshdup       xmm2, xmm1              # xmm2 = xmm1[1,1,3,3] 

        vaddss  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vxorps  xmm2, xmm2, xmm2 

        vaddss  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vmulps  xmm3, xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi + 16] 

        vpermilpd       xmm4, xmm3, 1           # xmm4 = xmm3[1,0] 

        vaddps  xmm3, xmm3, xmm4 

        vmovshdup       xmm4, xmm3              # xmm4 = xmm3[1,1,3,3] 

        vaddss  xmm3, xmm3, xmm4 

        vaddss  xmm3, xmm3, xmm2 

        vinsertps       xmm1, xmm1, xmm3, 16    # xmm1 = xmm1[0],xmm3[0],xmm1[2,3] 

        vmulps  xmm3, xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi + 32] 

        vpermilpd       xmm4, xmm3, 1           # xmm4 = xmm3[1,0] 

        vaddps  xmm3, xmm3, xmm4 

        vmovshdup       xmm4, xmm3              # xmm4 = xmm3[1,1,3,3] 

        vaddss  xmm3, xmm3, xmm4 

        vaddss  xmm3, xmm3, xmm2 

        vinsertps       xmm1, xmm1, xmm3, 32    # xmm1 = xmm1[0,1],xmm3[0],xmm1[3] 

        vmulps  xmm0, xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi + 48] 

        vpermilpd       xmm3, xmm0, 1           # xmm3 = xmm0[1,0] 

        vaddps  xmm0, xmm0, xmm3 

        vmovshdup       xmm3, xmm0              # xmm3 = xmm0[1,1,3,3] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, xmm3 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, xmm2 

        vinsertps       xmm0, xmm1, xmm0, 48    # xmm0 = xmm1[0,1,2],xmm0[0] 

        vaddps  xmm0, xmm0, xmmword ptr [rax] 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax], xmm0 

 

 
In the code for 8x8 matrix times vector multiplication, we can find eight vmulps              
instructions, using 8-way parallelism (viz. the “AVX2 form”). For the 32x32 matrix times             
vector multiplication, the dot-products are performed using 16-way parallelism (viz. the           
“AVX512 form”), two for each row, or, a total of thirty-two vmulps/vfmadd231ps pairs. 
 



 

It may be worthwhile to look into lowering well-known contractions into LLVM intrinsics             
or calls into MKL (Math Kernel Library) or Eigen. With some preliminary testing, we also               
found that the vector contracts operation does not scale well. For example, the following              
MLIR input 
 

#contraction_accesses2 = [ 

  affine_map<(b0, f0, f1, c0, c1) -> (c0, b0, c1, f0)>, 

  affine_map<(b0, f0, f1, c0, c1) -> (b0, c1, c0, f1)>, 

  affine_map<(b0, f0, f1, c0, c1) -> (b0, f0, f1)> 

] 

#contraction_trait2 = { 

  indexing_maps = #contraction_accesses2, 

  iterator_types = ["parallel", "parallel",  

                    "parallel", "reduction", "reduction"] 

} 

func @contraction2(%arg0: vector<7x2x4x5xf32>, 

                   %arg1: vector<2x4x7x5xf32>, 

                   %arg2: vector<2x5x5xf32>) -> vector<2x5x5xf32> { 

  %0 = vector.contract #contraction_trait2 %arg0, %arg1, %arg2 

    : vector<7x2x4x5xf32>, vector<2x4x7x5xf32> into vector<2x5x5xf32> 

  return %0 : vector<2x5x5xf32> 

} 

 

causes a crash due to file length. This needs to be addressed. 

Vector Extract and ExtractElement 
The microbenchmark for extraction VL=16 is shown below. 
  

  func @extract16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>) -> f32 { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %e = vector.extract %v[7] : vector<16xf32> 

    return %e : f32 

  } 

 

All cases translate into a single data movement instruction. 
  

       vmovss  xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 28]  

 

The extract element operation is similar, but operates on a “dynamic index” (SSA value)              
rather than a constant subscript defined as a subscript. The generated code for these              
benchmarks is very similar, with slightly more address computation. 
  

       movsxd  rax, ecx 

       vmovss  xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 4*rax] 



 

Vector ExtractSlices 
The extract slices operation extracts a tuple of vectors from the source vector. The              
microbenchmark for extracting slices takes one vector and splits it into two vectors (viz.              
“slices”), as shown below for VL=16. 
 
 func @extract_slices16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 
                        %arg1: memref<vector<8xf32>>, 

                        %arg2: memref<vector<8xf32>>) { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %0 = vector.extract_slices %v, [8], [1] 

       : vector<16xf32> into tuple<vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32>> 

    %1 = vector.tuple_get %0, 0 : tuple<vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32>> 

    store %1, %arg1[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %2 = vector.tuple_get %0, 1 : tuple<vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32>> 

    store %2, %arg2[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
The AVX512 for this method is shown below. 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [r8], ymm0 

        vextractf64x4   ymmword ptr [rax], zmm0, 1 

 
First, the vector in its entirety is materialized into the zmm0 register. The first slice is                
stored as the lower part of this vector, the second slice by extracting the higher part of                 
the vector. For VL=64, the code looks as follows (this actually required improving the              
initial reference lowering implementation a bit to avoid some unnecessary data           
movement). 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [r8], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [r8 + 64], zmm1 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 64], zmm3 

 
For VL=1024, materializing the vector first results in a lot of spilling, a problem we will                
see for more microbenchmarks for longer vector lengths. 



 

Note that vector operations really were not intended to operate on very long vector              
lengths (see the “supervectors” discussion later in this document). Nevertheless, it still            
may be worthwhile to investigate how to improve such cases. Here, storing partial             
results directly into the target prior to materializing more parts of the vector seems a               
straightforward idea to avoid spilling, albeit possibly hard to implement in the backend. 

Vector ExtractStridedSlice 
This operation performs a “subtask” for the extract slices operation discussed above.            
For example, the VL=16 case looks similar to the one discussed earlier, except that it               
extracts a single vector from the enveloping vector. 
 

  func @extract_strided_slice16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                                %arg1: memref<vector<8xf32>>)  { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %e = vector.extract_strided_slice %v 

                   {offsets = [8], sizes = [8], strides = [1]} 

        : vector<16xf32> to vector<8xf32> 

    store %e, %arg1[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
The code is very concise. 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vextractf64x4 ymmword ptr [r8], zmm0, 1 

 
Same for VL=64. 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [r8 + 64], zmm1 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [r8], zmm0 

 
And even VL=1024 is done without spilling, since the required vector fits precisely in              
registers zmm0 through zmm31. 

Vector FMA 
The FMA microbenchmark for VL=16 is shown below. 
 
 



 

 

  func @fma16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

              %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>, %arg2: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

    %v0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %v1 = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %v2 = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %f = vector.fma %v0, %v1, %v2 : vector<16xf32> 

    store %f, %arg2[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

Under, the resulting AVX512 instructions match the functionality perfectly. For example,           
for VL=16: 
 

    vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

    vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [r8] 

    vfmadd213ps zmm1, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] # zmm1 = (zmm0 * zmm1) + mem 

    vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm1 

 

For VL=64, we get a similar structure, with one block loading the data, one block               
performing the FMA, and one block storing back the results. 
 

vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

vmovaps zmm4, zmmword ptr [r8] 

vmovaps zmm5, zmmword ptr [r8 + 64] 

vmovaps zmm6, zmmword ptr [r8 + 128] 

vmovaps zmm7, zmmword ptr [r8 + 192] 

Vfmadd213ps zmm5, zmm1, zmmword ptr [rax + 64] # zmm5 = (zmm1 * zmm5) + mem 

vfmadd213ps zmm4, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] # zmm4 = (zmm0 * zmm4) + mem 

vfmadd213ps zmm7, zmm3, zmmword ptr [rax + 192] # zmm7 = (zmm3 * zmm7) + mem 

vfmadd213ps zmm6, zmm2, zmmword ptr [rax + 128] # zmm6 = (zmm2 * zmm6) + mem 

vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 128], zmm6 

vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 192], zmm7 

vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm4 

vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 64], zmm5 

 

For VL=1024, a similar code structure is used, which results in a lot of 64-byte               
spiling/reloading to and from the stack. As alluded to before, even though long vectors              
are not the intended target, it may be worthwhile to investigate if reordering the              
load/stores in the fully unrolled version could avoid all this spilling/reloading code. 



 

Vector Insert and InsertElement 
Insertion is the opposite of extraction. The microbenchmark for insertion VL=16 is            
shown below, where we purposely store the vector back to the same memory reference              
after insertion to test the quality of subsequent optimizations. 
 

  func @insert16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, %arg1 : f32) { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %i = vector.insert %arg1, %v[7] : f32 into vector<16xf32> 

    store %i, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

The generated AVX512 is as follows, inserting the scalar passed through xmm0 into the              
vector as a whole before storing it back. 
 
        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps xmm2, xmmword ptr [rsi + 16] 

        vinsertps       xmm0, xmm2, xmm0, 48 # xmm0 = xmm2[0,1,2],xmm0[0] 

        vinsertf32x4    zmm0, zmm1, xmm0, 1 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 
For VL=64 and even VL=1024, very similar code is generated, optimized for the fact              
that most of the vector does not change. As a result, the three different lengths all have                 
the same constant runtime. 
 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps xmm2, xmmword ptr [rsi + 112] 

        vinsertps       xmm0, xmm2, xmm0, 48 # xmm0 = xmm2[0,1,2],xmm0[0] 

        vinsertf32x4    zmm0, zmm1, xmm0, 3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 64], zmm0 

 
The insert element operation is similar, but operates on a dynamic index (SSA value)              
rather than a constant subscript defined as an attribute. 
 

  func @insert16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, %arg1 : i32, %arg2 : f32) { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %i = vector.insertelement %arg2, %v[%arg1 : i32] : vector<16xf32> 

    store %i, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 



 

The generated code has slightly more address computation, as expected. However, it            
also wastes data movement materializing the full vector first, as shown below for VL=16. 
 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsp], zmm1 

        vmovss  dword ptr [rsp + 4*rcx], xmm0 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsp] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 

The wasted stores/loads become more apparent for VL=64. 
 
        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm4, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsp + 192], zmm4 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsp + 128], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsp + 64], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsp], zmm1 

        vmovss  dword ptr [rsp + 4*rcx], xmm0 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsp] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsp + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsp + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsp + 192] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 128], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 192], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 64], zmm1 

 
For VL=1024, the code has a similar wasted structure. In addition, the code even suffers               
from spilling and reloading overhead while trying to load and store the vector from the               
memref onto and back from the stack. In all cases, runtime goes up with the vector                
length for this benchmark. Although a dynamic index is more complicated than a static              
constant subscript, it does not seem impossible to improve the code by only modifying              
the part that is affected by the insertion. This is left for future exploration. 

Vector InsertSlices 
The insert slices operation is the opposite of the extract slices operation. It takes a tuple                
of vectors and combines them into a single destination vector. The microbenchmark for             
inserting slices is shown below for VL=16. 
 
 
 



 

  func @insert_slices16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                        %arg1: memref<vector<8xf32>>, 

                        %arg2: memref<vector<8xf32>>) { 

    %x = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %y = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %z = vector.tuple %x, %y : vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32> 

    %v = vector.insert_slices %z, [8], [1] 

       : tuple<vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32>> into vector<16xf32> 

    store %v, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

The AVX512 code is as follows. 
 
        vmovaps ymm0, ymmword ptr [r8] 

        vinsertf64x4    zmm0, zmm0, ymmword ptr [rax], 1 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 
And for VL=64 as shown below. The code for VL=1024 has the same structure but with                
the usual spilling. 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [r8 + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rax] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rax + 64] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 128], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 192], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 64], zmm1 

Vector InsertStridedSlice 
This operation performs a “subtask” for the insert slices operation discussed above. For             
example, the VL=16 case looks similar to the one just discussed, except that it takes a                
single vector and inserts it in an enveloping vector. 
 

 func @insert_strided_slice16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                               %arg1: memref<vector<8xf32>>) { 

    %x = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %y = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %v = vector.insert_strided_slice %y, %x  

          {offsets = [8], strides = [1]} : vector<8xf32> into vector<16xf32> 

    store %v, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 



 

 

As expected, the code for VL=16 is very similar to what we already have seen. 
 
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vinsertf64x4    zmm0, zmm0, ymmword ptr [r8], 1 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi], zmm0 

 

For VL=64, the code correctly determined that half the vector remains unchanged. Even             
VL=1024 consists of clean blocks of data movement instructions, without any spilling. 
  

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [r8 + 64] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 128], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rsi + 192], zmm1 

Vector MatrixMultiply 
Even though the “flat” matrix multiplication was introduced as an intermediate step for             
progressive lowering towards the flat built-in intrinsic of LLVM, the operation is part of              
the Vector dialect and, as such, can be used directly in a microbenchmark. Due to the                
O(m*n*k) complexity of the operation, we use slightly different shapes (2x4x2 for VL=16,             
4x4x4 for VL=64) and 8x16x8 for VL=1024) to make sure the underlying implementation             
performs more or less the same amount of instructions as the other microbenchmarks. 
 
For example, the benchmark for VL=16 matrix multiplication is shown below. 
 

  func @matrix_multiply16(%arg0: memref<vector<8xf32>>, 

                          %arg1: memref<vector<8xf32>>, 

                          %arg2: memref<vector<4xf32>>){ 

    %a = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %b = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<8xf32>> 

    %c = vector.matrix_multiply %a, %b 

       { lhs_rows = 2: i32, lhs_columns = 4: i32, rhs_columns = 2: i32 } 

       : (vector<8xf32>, vector<8xf32>) -> vector<4xf32> 

    store %c, %arg2[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
Note that special lowering flags are required for the built-in intrinsic With the proper              
flags, both JIT and AOT generate efficient matrix code. The following AVX512            
instructions result for VL=64, which is 4x4x4. 
 
 



 

        vmovaps xmm0, xmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmovaps xmm1, xmmword ptr [r8 + 16] 

        vmovaps xmm2, xmmword ptr [r8 + 32] 

        vmovaps xmm3, xmmword ptr [r8 + 48] 

        vmulps  xmm4, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi]{1to4} 

        vfmadd231ps     xmm4, xmm1, dword ptr [rsi + 4]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm4, xmm2, dword ptr [rsi + 8]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm4, xmm3, dword ptr [rsi + 12]{1to4}  

        vmulps  xmm5, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 16]{1to4} 

        vfmadd231ps     xmm5, xmm1, dword ptr [rsi + 20]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm5, xmm2, dword ptr [rsi + 24]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm5, xmm3, dword ptr [rsi + 28]{1to4}  

        vmulps  xmm6, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 32]{1to4} 

        vfmadd231ps     xmm6, xmm1, dword ptr [rsi + 36]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm6, xmm2, dword ptr [rsi + 40]{1to4} 

        vfmadd231ps     xmm6, xmm3, dword ptr [rsi + 44]{1to4}  

        vmulps  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 48]{1to4} 

        vfmadd231ps     xmm0, xmm1, dword ptr [rsi + 52]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm0, xmm2, dword ptr [rsi + 56]{1to4}  

        vfmadd231ps     xmm0, xmm3, dword ptr [rsi + 60]{1to4} 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax], xmm4 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 16], xmm5 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 32], xmm6 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 48], xmm0 

  
This code looks very good, reflecting the power of proper intrinsics usage in LLVM. 

Vector Outer-Product 
The outer-product operation multiplies two vectors into a matrix. The microbenchmark           
for VL=16 is shown below. 
 

  func @outerproduct16(%arg0: memref<vector<4xf32>>, 

                       %arg1: memref<vector<4xf32>>, 

                       %arg2: memref<vector<4x4xf32>>) { 

    %a = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

    %b = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<4xf32>> 

    %c = vector.outerproduct %a, %b : vector<4xf32>, vector<4xf32> 

    store %c, %arg2[] : memref<vector<4x4xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

The assembly for this method looks good, using 4-way parallelism (viz. the “”SSE form”)              
due to the restricted length of the vectors. 
 
        vmovaps xmm0, xmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmulps  xmm1, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi]{1to4} 



 

        vmulps  xmm2, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 4]{1to4} 

        vmulps  xmm3, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 8]{1to4} 

        vmulps  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 12]{1to4} 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax], xmm1 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 16], xmm2 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 32], xmm3 

        vmovaps xmmword ptr [rax + 48], xmm0 

 
For VL=64, the assembly is as follows, using 8-way parallelism (viz. the “AVX2 form”). 
 

        vmovaps ymm0, ymmword ptr [r8] 

        vmulps  ymm1, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm2, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 4]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm3, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 8]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm4, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 12]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm5, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 16]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm6, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 20]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm7, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 24]{1to8} 

        vmulps  ymm0, ymm0, dword ptr [rsi + 28]{1to8} 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax], ymm1 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 32], ymm2 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 64], ymm3 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 96], ymm4 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 128], ymm5 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 160], ymm6 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 192], ymm7 

        vmovaps ymmword ptr [rax + 224], ymm0 

 

For VL=1024, 16-way parallelism (viz. the “AVX512 form”) results. As reported before,            
however, this code also suffers from too much spilling and reloading overhead.  

Vector Print 
This operation was added to simplify debugging and testing. It relies on a runtime              
support library that merely implements a few elementary printing methods (single value            
for all data types, opening/closing bracket, comma, newline). During lowering, a vector            
print is fully unrolled into these elementary printing methods. This approach has the             
advantage that the runtime support library is kept really small, which simplifies porting to              
different platforms. The disadvantage of full unrolling, however, is that it does not scale              
well. For example, a method like 
 

func @dump(%arg0: vector<2xf32>) { 

  vector.print %arg0 : vector<2xf32> 

  return 

} 



 

 

is lowered into the following LLVM-IR. 
 
define void @dump(<2 x float> %0) { 

  call void @print_open() 

  %2 = extractelement <2 x float> %0, i64 0 

  call void @print_f32(float %2) 

  call void @print_comma() 

  %3 = extractelement <2 x float> %0, i64 1 

  call void @print_f32(float %3) 

  call void @print_close() 

  call void @print_newline() 

  ret void, !dbg !43 

} 

 

Sample output is shown below. 
 

 ( 1, 2 ) 

 

Currently, neither the performance nor the code size for printing is a major concern,              
since it was only introduced as a means for debugging and testing. If the operation is                
productized, however, we may want to reconsider some implementation decisions. 

Vector Reduction 
The reduction microbenchmark has the following form. 
 

 func @reduction16(%arg0: f32, %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>) -> f32 { 

   %v = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

   %r = vector.reduction "add", %v, %arg0 : vector<16xf32> into f32 

   return %r : f32 

 } 

 

Under AOT, the generated instructions perform a straightforward sequence of scalar           
additions of the parameter (passed in xmm0) to the result (also in xmm0). 
 
        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 4] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 8] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 12] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 16] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 20] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 24] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 28] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 32] 



 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 36] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 40] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 44] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 48] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 52] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 56] 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, dword ptr [rsi + 60] 

 

Note that no “horizontal” SIMD parallelism is exploited in this case, as is done for               
integer vector values. For example 
 

func @reduction(%arg0: vector<16xi32>) -> i32 { 

  %r = vector.reduction "add", %arg0 : vector<16xi32> into i32 

  return %r : i32 

} 

 

yields: 
 

        vextracti64x4 ymm1, zmm0, 1 

        vpaddd  zmm0, zmm0, zmm1 

        vextracti128  xmm1, ymm0, 1 

        vpaddd  xmm0, xmm0, xmm1 

        vpshufd xmm1, xmm0, 78          # xmm1 = xmm0[2,3,0,1] 

        vpaddd  xmm0, xmm0, xmm1 

        vpshufd xmm1, xmm0, 229         # xmm1 = xmm0[1,1,2,3] 

        vpaddd  xmm0, xmm0, xmm1 

        vmovd   eax, xmm0 

 

The lack of SIMD parallelism for floating-point reductions in the LLVM backend is due to               
the default exact floating-point arithmetic requirements with respect to reassociation          
(and other optimizations) of floating-point operations. 
 
Fortunately, the LLVM backend provides the option "fast-math" to allow aggressive,           
lossy floating-point optimizations. Although not suited when exact floating-point         
arithmetic is required, this option is very useful to obtain high performance for             
numerically stable applications that are less sensitive to reassociation and other           
changes to floating-point arithmetic. One option would be to allow MLIR's JIT and AOT              
mode to pass the "fast-math" flag to the LLVM backend. However, after internal             
discussions this was deemed too much of a ”sledgehammer”, even for experimental            
purposes. Instead, the ability to mark just the reduction with only the reassociate flag              
was added. For the three vector lengths, this results in the familiar “SSE form” (for               
VL=16, shown below), “AVX2 form” (for VL=64), and “AVX512 form” (for VL=1024) due             
to the available parallelism. This code runs up to 20x faster than the scalar equivalent. 
  



 

        vmovaps ymm1, ymmword ptr [rsi + 32] 

        vaddps  zmm1, zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vextractf128    xmm2, ymm1, 1 

        vaddps  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vpermilpd       xmm2, xmm1, 1   # xmm2 = xmm1[1,0] 

        vaddps  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vmovshdup       xmm2, xmm1      # xmm2 = xmm1[1,1,3,3] 

        vaddss  xmm1, xmm1, xmm2 

        vaddss  xmm0, xmm0, xmm1 

Vector ShapeCast 
While experimenting with different microbenchmarks, we found out that not all shapes            
were lowered for this operation, so that needed to be fixed first. For performance              
analysis, a simple “unflattening” operation was investigated, see below. 
  

  func @fma16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

              %arg1: memref<vector<4x4xf32>>) { 

    %v0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %f = vector.shape_cast %v0: vector<16xf32> to vector<4x4xf32> 

    store %f, %arg1[] : memref<vector<4x4xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
The generated code reveals that this particular reshaping does not result in any actual              
code, as was the original intention. The input memref is simply copied to the output               
memref. For VL=16: 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [r8], zmm0 

 

Note that the move into the 4x4 vector is unaligned. For VL=64, we get similar code: 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [r8], zmm0 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [r8 + 64], zmm1 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [r8 + 128], zmm2 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [r8 + 192], zmm3 

 

For VL=1024, the spilling issues reported earlier come into play again. 



 

Vector Shuffle 
This is the shuffle microbenchmark for VL=16, taking every other element from two             
vectors (all the even indices). 
 
   func @shuffle16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                   %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                   %arg2: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

    %v0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %v1 = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %a = vector.shuffle %v0, %v1 [ 

       0,  2,  4,  6,  8, 10, 12, 14, 

      16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26, 28, 30] : vector<16xf32>, vector<16xf32> 

    store %a, %arg2[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
The AVX512 implementation of this shuffle uses the permutation instruction on indices            
stored in memory. 
 

  vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

  vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_0] 

                   #zmm1 = [0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30] 

  vpermi2ps       zmm1, zmm0, zmmword ptr [r8] 

  vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm1 

 
For VL=64, similar code results. Note that the compiler has detected that the same              
permutation vector with 16 elements can be used for the higher vector locations as well,               
even though the MLIR shuffle vector has length 64. 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [r8 + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_0] 

               # zmm4 = [0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26,28,30] 

        vpermt2ps       zmm1, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vpermt2ps       zmm0, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vpermt2ps       zmm3, zmm4, zmmword ptr [r8 + 192] 

        vpermt2ps       zmm2, zmm4, zmmword ptr [r8 + 64] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 128], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 192], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 64], zmm1 



 

 
Finally, for VL=1024, the same structure is used with load block, permutation block, and              
store block, which results in spilling code. Here too, however, the compiler mapped the              
original shuffle vector with length 1024 to one permutation vector with 16 elements. 

Vector TransferRead 
The transfer read and write operations were introduced in the Vector dialect to handle              
memory operations after “supervectorization”, i.e. mapping arrays with any length to           
vectors with a “good” length, i.e. a proper multiple of the hardware vector length. Any               
higher level dialect that lowers into the Vector dialect should pick a good vector length,               
and decompose operations that load and store from memory into vector operations that             
use the transfer read and write to feed data to and from the operations. Note again that                 
proper analysis of the transfer operations could easily fill a new document. Here we just               
look at a simple 1-D case. 
 
After fixing a blocking issue in LLVM, the following microbenchmark for VL=16 was             
tested. Here, a vector with 16 elements is read from a memory reference with unknown               
size, offset by one, and padded with the value -1 when out of bounds. 
 
  func @transfer_read16(%arg0: memref<?xf32>, 

                        %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

    %i = constant 1 : index 

    %f = constant -1.0 : f32 

    %r = vector.transfer_read %arg0[%i], %f 

     {permutation_map=affine_map<(d0)->(d0)>} : memref<?xf32>, vector<16xf32> 

    store %r, %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 
The AVX512 for this case is as follows. 
 
        vpbroadcastq zmm0, rcx 

        vpcmpgtq     k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_0] 

        vpcmpgtq     k1, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_1] 

        kunpckbw     k1, k1, k0 

        vbroadcastss zmm0, dword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_2] # zmm0 = [-1.0E+0,....] 

        vmovups zmm0 {k1}, zmmword ptr [rsi + 4] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm0 

 

https://bugs.llvm.org/show_bug.cgi?id=45563


 

Longer vector lengths become more elaborate, as shown below for VL=64. For            
VL=1024, spilling occurs (but as stated above, this operation was meant to be used in               
sequences that map to proper machine vector lengths). 
 
              vpbroadcastq    zmm0, rcx 
        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_0] 

        vpcmpgtq        k1, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_1] 

        vpcmpgtq        k2, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_2] 

        vpcmpgtq        k3, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_3] 

        kunpckbw        k1, k1, k0 

        kunpckbw        k2, k3, k2 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_4] 

        vpcmpgtq        k3, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_5] 

        kunpckbw        k3, k3, k0 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_6] 

        vpcmpgtq        k4, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_7] 

        kunpckbw        k4, k4, k0 

        vbroadcastss zmm0, dword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_8] # zmm0 = [-1.0E+0, ...] 

        vblendmps       zmm1 {k4}, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi + 68] 

        vblendmps       zmm2 {k3}, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi + 4] 

        vblendmps       zmm3 {k2}, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi + 196] 

        vmovups zmm0 {k1}, zmmword ptr [rsi + 132] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 128], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 192], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 64], zmm1 
 
As was done during the create mask investigation, this code can be improved by              
assuming 32-bit indices and improving the SIMD mask creation accordingly. 

Vector TransferWrite 
This is the counterpart of the transfer read operation, and handles the boundary             
between vectors with “good” lengths and arbitrary length arrays. The simple           
microbenchmark has the following form. 
 

func @transfer_write16(%arg0: memref<?xf32>, %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

  %v = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

  %i = constant 0 : index 

  vector.transfer_write %v, %arg0[%i] 

   {permutation_map=affine_map<(d0)->(d0)>} : vector<16xf32>, memref<?xf32> 

  return 

} 

 



 

And translates to the following AVX512 under AOT. 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] 

        vpbroadcastq    zmm1, rcx 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm1, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_0] 

        vpcmpgtq        k1, zmm1, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI0_1] 

        kunpckbw        k1, k1, k0 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [rsi] {k1}, zmm0 

 
For VL=64, it does the same operation, preloading more data. The case for VL=1024 is               
also similar, but with the, by now, expected spilling while preloading the vector. Here              
too, an obvious improvement results from using 32-bit indices in the mask computation. 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rax + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rax + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rax + 192] 

        vpbroadcastq    zmm4, rcx 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_0] 

        vpcmpgtq        k1, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_1] 

        kunpckbw        k1, k1, k0 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_2] 

        vpcmpgtq        k2, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_3] 

        kunpckbw        k2, k2, k0 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_4] 

        vpcmpgtq        k3, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_5] 

        vpcmpgtq        k4, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_6] 

        kunpckbw        k3, k3, k0 

        vpcmpgtq        k0, zmm4, zmmword ptr [rip + .LCPI1_7] 

        kunpckbw        k4, k0, k4 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] {k4}, zmm3 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] {k3}, zmm2 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] {k2}, zmm1 

        vmovups zmmword ptr [rsi] {k1}, zmm0 

Vector Transpose 
The transposition microbenchmark has the following form, where VL=16,64,1024         
corresponds to transposing an 4x4, 8x8, or 32x32 matrix, respectively. 
 
  func @transpose16(%arg0: memref<vector<4x4xf32>>, 

                    %arg1: memref<vector<4x4xf32>>) { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<4x4xf32>> 

    %t = vector.transpose %v, [1, 0] : vector<4x4xf32> to vector<4x4xf32> 

    store %t, %arg1[] : memref<vector<4x4xf32>> 



 

    return 

  } 

 
Note that the transpose operation is lowered into elementary vector operations during            
progressive lowering in the VV to VV rewriting phase. Eventually the AVX512 code             
looks as follows for the 4x4 case.  
 
  vmovaps xmm0, xmmword ptr [rsi] 

  vmovaps xmm1, xmmword ptr [rsi + 16] 

  vmovaps xmm2, xmmword ptr [rsi + 32] 

  vmovaps xmm3, xmmword ptr [rsi + 48] 

  vinsertps       xmm0, xmm0, xmm1, 28 # xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm1[0],zero,zero 

  vmovlhps        xmm0, xmm0, xmm2 # xmm0 = xmm0[0],xmm2[0] 

  vinsertps       xmm0, xmm0, xmm3, 48 # xmm0 = xmm0[0,1,2],xmm3[0] 

  vbroadcastss    xmm4, dword ptr [rsi + 4] 

  vblendps        xmm4, xmm4, xmm1, 2 # xmm4 = xmm4[0],xmm1[1],xmm4[2,3] 

  vinsertps       xmm4, xmm4, xmm2, 104 # xmm4 = xmm4[0,1],xmm2[1],zero 

  vinsertps       xmm4, xmm4, xmm3, 112 # xmm4 = xmm4[0,1,2],xmm3[1] 

  vbroadcastss    xmm5, dword ptr [rsi + 8] 

  vinsertps       xmm5, xmm5, xmm1, 156 # xmm5 = xmm5[0],xmm1[2],zero,zero 

  vblendps        xmm5, xmm2, xmm5, 3 # xmm5 = xmm5[0,1],xmm2[2,3] 

  vbroadcastss    xmm6, dword ptr [rsi + 12] 

  vinsertps       xmm5, xmm5, xmm3, 176 # xmm5 = xmm5[0,1,2],xmm3[2] 

  vinsertps       xmm1, xmm6, xmm1, 220 # xmm1 = xmm6[0],xmm1[3],zero,zero 

  vinsertps       xmm1, xmm1, xmm2, 232 # xmm1 = xmm1[0,1],xmm2[3],zero 

  vblendps        xmm1, xmm1, xmm3, 8 # xmm1 = xmm1[0,1,2],xmm3[3] 

  vmovaps xmmword ptr [r8], xmm0 

  vmovaps xmmword ptr [r8 + 16], xmm4 

  vmovaps xmmword ptr [r8 + 32], xmm5 

  vmovaps xmmword ptr [r8 + 48], xmm1 

Vector FlatTranspose 
Similarly to matrix multiplication, the “flat” matrix transposition was introduced as an            
intermediate step for progressive lowering towards a built-in intrinsic of LLVM. Since it             
is part of the dialect, the operation can also be used directly in a microbenchmark. For                
example, the benchmark for VL=16, interpreted as 4x4 matrix transposition is shown            
below, where we purposely store the vector back to the same memory reference to test               
the quality of subsequent optimizations. 
 

  func @flat_transpose16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>) { 

    %v = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %t = vector.flat_transpose %v 

         {rows=4:i32,columns=4:i32} : (vector<16xf32>) -> vector<16xf32> 

    store %t, %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 



 

    return 

  } 

 
Initially, this code revealed that row-major support was missing in the intrinsic lowering             
logic of the LLVM compiler itself. Also, as seen before, this intrinsic needs the matrix               
lowering flags. Currently, it provides a slight benefit over the direct transpose operation             
in the AV512 case. 

Vector Tuple and TupleGet 
These two operations were merely introduced to aggregate/extract sets of vectors           
during progressive lowering, typically in combination with the slices operations (see           
some of the previous microbenchmarks). In the typical use, the tuple/get operations are             
folded away before lowering starts. As such, there is no point analyzing the             
performance of these operations in isolation. 

Vector Arithmetic 
The Standard dialect provides arithmetic operators that can take vector operands. For            
completeness, a microbenchmark for these operators has been included in this           
case-study. It performs the same operations as FMA using explicit arithmetic operators. 
 

  func @arith16(%arg0: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                %arg1: memref<vector<16xf32>>, 

                %arg2: memref<vector<16xf32>>)} { 

    %v0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %v1 = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %v2 = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    %m = mulf %v0, %v1 : vector<16xf32> 

    %a = addf %m, %v2  : vector<16xf32> 

    store %a, %arg2[]  : memref<vector<16xf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

The generated code is as expected, as shown below for VL=64. As before, for              
VL=1024, the fully unrolled and completely in-order code generation results in spilling.  
  
        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmulps  zmm2, zmm2, zmmword ptr [r8 + 128] 

        vmulps  zmm3, zmm3, zmmword ptr [r8 + 192] 

https://mlir.llvm.org/docs/Dialects/Standard/


 

        vmulps  zmm0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [r8] 

        vmulps  zmm1, zmm1, zmmword ptr [r8 + 64] 

        vaddps  zmm1, zmm1, zmmword ptr [rax + 64] 

        vaddps  zmm0, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] 

        vaddps  zmm3, zmm3, zmmword ptr [rax + 192] 

        vaddps  zmm2, zmm2, zmmword ptr [rax + 128] 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 128], zmm2 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 192], zmm3 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm0 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax + 64], zmm1 

Performance Graph 
Figure 1 and Figure 2, respectively, show the AVX2 and AVX512 performance in the              
somewhat abstract measure of “clock ticks” for all the microbenchmarks discussed in            
the previous sections. The graph is not meant to present absolute timings. Instead,             
since each microbenchmark more or less performs the same amount of work, the graph              
provides an immediate visual clue on performance outerlies. When this document           
started, many microbenchmarks had large red or even large blue bars, with            
corresponding outlier yellow bars. By carefully fixing all issues behind the outliers,            
performance has become more consistent overall.  

 
Figure 1. Microbenchmark Performance (AVX2) 



 

 
Figure 2. Microbenchmark Performance (AVX512) 

Matrix Times Vector Lowering Strategies 
This section explores lowering strategies for the matrix-times-vector operation in some           
more detail (a planned follow-up case-study will explore lowering strategies for the            
matrix-times-matrix operation). The conceptual double loop of this operation essentially          
gives rise to an implementation of either a series of sdot operations or a series of                
saxpy operations that are chained through FMA operations. Since matrices (2-D           
vectors) of the Vector dialect have a row-major layout, both b += Ax (which favors               
dot-products) and b += ATx  (which favors saxpy operations) are considered. 

Operation b += Ax 
Given the following definitions 
 
#matvec_accesses = [ 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (i, j)>, 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (j)>, 

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (i)> 

] 

#matvec_trait = { 

  indexing_maps = #matvec_accesses, 



 

  iterator_types = ["parallel", "reduction"] 

} 

 

matrix-times-vector b += Ax is expressed using a contraction operation as follows,            
where N denotes the number of rows and columns in the matrix A, and thus the number                 
of elements in the vectors b and x. 
 

  func @matvecNxN(%arg0: memref<vector<NxNxf32>>,  

                  %arg1: memref<vector<Nxf32>>, 

                  %arg2: memref<vector<Nxf32>>){ 

    %A = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<NxNxf32>> 

    %x = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<Nxf32>> 

    %b = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<Nxf32>> 

    %0 = vector.contract #matvec_trait %A, %x, %b 

        : vector<NxNxf32>, vector<Nxf32> into vector<Nxf32> 

    store %0, %arg2[] : memref<vector<Nxf32>> 

    return 

  } 

 

By default, this contraction is lowered into a series of dot-products, as shown below with               
an intermediate representation during progressive lowering for N=2. Here, we fetch one            
row of the matrix A and compute the dot-product with vector x. The result is added to                 
the corresponding element of b and inserted back into that vector. 
 

    %cst = constant dense<0.000000e+00> : vector<2xf32> 

    %0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<2x2xf32>> 

    %1 = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

    %2 = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

    %3 = vector.extract %0[0] : vector<2x2xf32> 

    %4 = vector.extract %2[0] : vector<2xf32> 

    %5 = mulf %3, %1 : vector<2xf32> 

    %6 = vector.reduction "add", %5, %4 : vector<2xf32> into f32 

    %7 = vector.insert %6, %cst [0] : f32 into vector<2xf32> 

    %8 = vector.extract %0[1] : vector<2x2xf32> 

    %9 = vector.extract %2[1] : vector<2xf32> 

    %10 = mulf %8, %1 : vector<2xf32> 

    %11 = vector.reduction "add", %10, %9 : vector<2xf32> into f32 

    %12 = vector.insert %11, %7 [1] : f32 into vector<2xf32> 

    store %12, %arg2[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

 

As discussed earlier, by default, the vector reduction is implemented by the backend             
with scalar additions, but “horizontal” SIMD can be generated using the reassociate flag.             
The AVX512 code for this version was shown earlier as well. 
 



 

Alternatively, a saxpy lowering can be used which, due to the row-major layout, results              
in quite a lot of insert and extract operations to access the columns. 

Operation b += ATx 
The operation b += ATx  is defined by just a minor change to the access maps. 
 

#mat_trans_vec_accesses =  

  affine_map<(i, j) -> (j, i)>, 
  ... 

] 

 
All other code remains unchanged. In this case, the series of dot-products suffers from              
a lot of data movement. However, the series of saxpy operations becomes efficient             
because the “row” vectors of A now become easily accessible. An intermediate            
representation during progressive lowering is shown below for N=2. 
 

    %0 = load %arg0[] : memref<vector<2x2xf32>> 

    %1 = load %arg1[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

    %2 = load %arg2[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

    %3 = vector.extract %0[0] : vector<2x2xf32> 

    %4 = vector.extract %1[0] : vector<2xf32> 

    %5 = splat %4 : vector<2xf32> 

    %6 = vector.fma %3, %5, %2 : vector<2xf32> 

    %7 = vector.extract %0[1] : vector<2x2xf32> 

    %8 = vector.extract %1[1] : vector<2xf32> 

    %9 = splat %8 : vector<2xf32> 

    %10 = vector.fma %7, %9, %6 : vector<2xf32> 

    store %10, %arg2[] : memref<vector<2xf32>> 

 

The resulting AVX512 for 16x16 is very compact, as shown below. 
 

        vmovaps zmm0, zmmword ptr [rsi] 

        vmovaps zmm1, zmmword ptr [rsi + 64] 

        vmovaps zmm2, zmmword ptr [rsi + 128] 

        vmovaps zmm3, zmmword ptr [rsi + 192] 

        vmovaps zmm4, zmmword ptr [rsi + 256] 

        vmovaps zmm5, zmmword ptr [rsi + 320] 

        vmovaps zmm6, zmmword ptr [rsi + 384] 

        vmovaps zmm7, zmmword ptr [rsi + 448] 

        vmovaps zmm8, zmmword ptr [rsi + 512] 

        vmovaps zmm9, zmmword ptr [rsi + 576] 

        vmovaps zmm10, zmmword ptr [rsi + 640] 

        vmovaps zmm11, zmmword ptr [rsi + 704] 

        vmovaps zmm12, zmmword ptr [rsi + 768] 



 

        vmovaps zmm13, zmmword ptr [rsi + 832] 

        vmovaps zmm14, zmmword ptr [rsi + 896] 

        vmovaps zmm15, zmmword ptr [rsi + 960] 

        vbroadcastss    zmm16, dword ptr [r8] 

        vfmadd213ps     zmm16, zmm0, zmmword ptr [rax] 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm1, dword ptr [r8 + 4]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm2, dword ptr [r8 + 8]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm3, dword ptr [r8 + 12]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm4, dword ptr [r8 + 16]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm5, dword ptr [r8 + 20]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm6, dword ptr [r8 + 24]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm7, dword ptr [r8 + 28]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm8, dword ptr [r8 + 32]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm9, dword ptr [r8 + 36]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm10, dword ptr [r8 + 40]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm11, dword ptr [r8 + 44]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm12, dword ptr [r8 + 48]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm13, dword ptr [r8 + 52]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm14, dword ptr [r8 + 56]{1to16} 

        vfmadd231ps     zmm16, zmm15, dword ptr [r8 + 60]{1to16} 

        vmovaps zmmword ptr [rax], zmm16 

Performance Graph 
Figure 3 and Figure 4, respectively show the AVX2 and AVX512 performance of             
matrix-times-vector in GFlops for all the different versions discussed above. For           
operation b += Ax, the series of sdot operations that allow reassociation performs best.              
For operation b += ATx , the series of saxpy operations performs best. Overall, the              
highest GFlops rating is obtained for this latter implementation on a 64x64 matrix.             
Getting the matrix in the right layout and size at the right time will be the challenge for                  
effective lowering from the Vector dialect. 



 

 
Figure 3. Matrix x Vector Performance (AVX2) 

 

 
Figure 4. Matrix x Vector Performance (AVX512) 



 

Conclusions and Future Work 
In this document, we conducted an explorative qualitative and quantitative analysis of            
the AVX512 code that is generated for Vector dialect operations, following two            
principles. First, we wanted to build excellent technology bottom-up, i.e. make sure the             
Vector dialect works well before looking at higher-level dialects. When we started, some             
lowering paths for the vector operations were unimplemented or had obvious           
performance bottlenecks. Towards the end, all operations showed much more          
consistent performance behavior. Second, we tried to keep the lowering to LLVM as             
architecturally neutral as possible, at least for CPU. So far, everything has been             
expressed using common SIMDized LLVM-IR and intrinsics rather than through          
ISA-specific dialects or intrinsics. The code quality generated by the LLVM backend            
compiler for such a SIMDized representation worked well for AVX512. 
 
Several follow up documents are planned that will supplement this case-study with more             
detailed experimentation for certain vector operations, lowering strategies, and different          
targets. 


